Cosmetology- theory  
Permanent waving basic wrap

Objectives  
To discuss how to perform a permanent wave basic wrap

Equipment:  
Perm solution, neutralizer, shampoo, protective barrier cream, applicator bottles,  
10 perm rods, shampoo cape, roll of cotton, 12 plastic clips for sectioning, 2  
styling combs, 2 plastic rattail combs, end papers, spray bottle, disposable  
gloves, timer, 6 towels, mannequin head and stand.

Teaching aid; supplies

Facility; classroom

References; milady's  
Standard cosmetology

Notes to educator; up to 50 minutes

Learning motivation; To discuss how to put a permanent curl in straight hair.

Activities for lesson;  
1. wash hands, consult with your client, perform an analysis of client hair, have  
client change into gown, remove eyeglasses, earrings and necklace  
2. drape client for shampoo (towel, cape, towel & clip), shampoo and towel dry  
clients hair, avoid irritating clients scalp  
3. perform a preliminary test curl procedure.

Procedure for preliminary test curl;

1. Wrap one rod in each different area of the head. The top, the sides, and the  
nape.(4 rods)  
2. Wrap a coil of cotton around each rod.  
3. Apply waving lotion to the wrapped curl, do not allow waving solution to come  
in contact with unwrapped hair.  
4. Set timer and process according to manufacturers directions.  
5. Test curl frequently for proper curl, unfasten rod unwind curl about 1 1/2  
turns of the rod.  
6. Do not allow hair to become loose or completely unwound, move rod towards  
scalp hair should fall loosely into wave pattern, curl is complete when a firm and  
definite “s” pattern is formed, when curl is formed rinse thoroughly with warm  
water for 5 min. blot thoroughly apply neutralizer and process according to the  
manufactures directions. If the test curls are satisfactory proceed with perm.
Procedure for basic perm wrap;
1. Divide the hair into 9 patterns use the length of the rod to measure the width of the panels, use two end papers, roll hair down to the scalp in the direction of hair growth and position rod half off base, the band should be smooth not twisted, continue wrapping the remaining eight panels in numerical order, holding the hair at a 90-degree angle
2. Procedure for processing permanents;
3. Apply protective barrier cream to hairline and ears, apply cotton around entire hairline.
4. Carefully apply the perm solution with bottle to the hair on each rod, ask client to lean forward while you apply solution to the back then ask client to lean back to apply to the front and sides, continue to apply solution until each tool is completely saturated.
5. Check cotton and towels if saturated replace them, process accordingly to the manufactures directions, processing usually takes less than 20 min.
6. Check frequently for curl development and check for the “s” formation, when processing is completed, rinse hair thoroughly for 5 min.
7. Towel blot each rod, apply the neutralizer carefully to the hair on each rod ask client to lean forward to apply to the back area and to lean back to apply to the front and sides.
8. Set timer according to the manufacturers directions, after processing remove the rods and work the remaining neutralizer through the hair with your hands, rinse thoroughly, style the hair as desired.
9. Clean up and sanitation;
Discard disposable supplies in appropriate receptacles, sanitize implements and store according to sanitation requirements, clean, sanitize and prepare for your next client, wash hands thoroughly with soap and warm water;

Criteria; Check for a good “s” pattern and matches the size of the rod, check hair for damage such as; breakage and dryness. Check for fish hooks.

Summary and review; we went through the procedure on how to perform a basic perm.

Follow up assignment; read procedure 31 page 515-curvature perm wrap

Evaluation procedure; hand out test
Test:

1. How do you properly drape for a perm?
   
   Towel, cape, towel and clip

2. What is your rattail comb used for?
   
   For sectioning hair and making sections for rod placement

3. How do you sanitize perm rods?
   
   Throw end papers away, rinse and remove hair from rods, wash the rods once per state guidelines